REACH FOR LITERACY: AGES 4-7
Preschool 4 Years
Foundation Lessons: Levels 1
Level 2 (Eight AA Books Included)
3A Lessons
Kindergarten 5 Years
Levels 3B & 3C Lessons
First Grade 6 Years
Levels 4D, 4E, 4F, 4G Lessons

Decorative
Stickers,Tracing
Ruler,Spelling Word
List,Phonic
Rules,Sidewalk Chalk

Tutoring Guide,Spelling
Guidelines,Alphabet
Reference,
Picture-Word
Cards,Lowercase Letters

Crayons,Sentence
Strips,Scissors,
Alphabet Activities,
Book Cards,
21 Discussion Pictures

www.REACHforLiteracy.com

Book Making
Patterns,Construction Paper,
Assessment Criteria

Dry Erase Pen/
Eraser,Dry Erase
Board,Uppercase
Letters,Making Letter
Guide,Writing
Pencils,Star Eraser

“Study after study shows that the earlier a child begins learning, the better he
or she does down the road.” “... We are not doing enough to give all of our
kids that chance.”
(President Obama, Feb. 14, 2013)

“Parent’s are a child’s first and best teacher...”
“... we can no longer allow children to enter school unprepared to learn and to succeed.”

Just Three Hours Of
Tutoring A Month!
sessions
30 min.
first
3 weeks
of each
month

4 year olds
twice a week
Mon/Wed
or
Tues/Thurs

Boosting Children’s Skills & Love of Reading!

REACH for Literacy
What sets this learning to read kit apart from other materials is:
• it doesn’t repeat the classroom teacher’s activities
• no drill and skill
• skills are used in context where they make sense
• each child is individually paced
• activities can be personalized to each child’s interest and favorite subjects
• access to {beginning to end} reading & writing continuum, no grade gaps
(preschool-first grade)
• assessment descriptors match child’s behaviors, no confusing test scores
• video examples and step by step plans
• learning is reflected in classroom instruction
The REACH for Literacy tutoring guide will direct the parent or teacher step by
step through a child’s literacy development to insure they are successful
readers and writers.

Parent Survey
Survey Questions at the Beginning of First Grade
1. When my child entered elementary school, the teacher considered him/her
2. My child is now reading
3. My child’s creative writing about personal experience, paragraphs, and stories is
Possible Answers for Each Question:
average
in the top 1/3 of the class in the top10%
one of the best readers in the class
Outcome : 95% were in the TOP 10% or The BEST Reader in the Class
Comments: REACH for Literacy gives students
“so much confidence” “ excels in school” “misses tutoring” “received a mastery rating on all standards”
Dear June (Teacher Tutor),
It was a great opportunity to have you tutoring our child, C. C started with you with very limited knowledge of no more than 10 letters from the alphabet. He did
not even know how to pronounce some basic words like ‘to’ and ‘from.' Mrs. June, as you may know, English is not our first language as C’s parents. This was
the main reason we needed to have a tutor for our child.
After a year, we are amazed at how much C has learned with your tutoring and we can not be quiet about how much C has advanced. We need to appreciate
your patience, your method, your diligence and your encouragement to him.
One thing we did notice is that C is always happy when he knows he has class with you; he comes home with the little books and is always very proud
because he is able to read them. Sometimes he seems too confident, when he says "I know how to read now."
At the beginning, C could not even complete full sentences, and now we are so amazed at how he can complete more than 5 sentences in a conversation.
And, his sentences are very well constructed by the way.
Please receive our appreciation; we will forever be thankful to you as the person who opened the door of reading and speaking to our child.
Thank You

Mr. & Mrs Bolivar

Thinking System Is Built &
Used When Processing Text

Background

Vocabulary
Language
Word Order

Child

Letters
Sounds

One-on-One
Makes All The Difference!
Phonics

Build Sound-Symbol
Skills in Context

Book Making

Phonemes

Build Listening Skills
REACH for Literacy

Build Vocabulary
"Tutoring is Really FUN!"

Comprehension

Learn Retelling Skills

Writing
©

Reading

Learn Appropriate
Handwriting Techniques

A Reading & Writing Tutoring Guide
for Ages 4 - 7
Rena M.Walker, Ph.D.

Learn Strategies for
Figuring Out Words
PreReading

Spelling

and Become Fascinated with Books!
www.reachforliteracy.com

READ-ALOUD PLEDGE
A minimum of 15 minutes each evening will INCREASE your
child’s:
• Conceptual base,
• Vocabulary development,
• Enjoyment of literature,
• Listening capacity,
• Subconscious understanding of different types of text. For
example, in a story a child learns to anticipate a happening (story
plot), characters, beginning-middle-and end as opposed to getting
information about a subject.
• Book handling skills,
• Understanding of what it is TO read,
• Desire to read and important of reading.
Appropriate selections for preschool through first grade are books
that can be read completely within a single setting.
Guidelines for READ-ALOUD include:
• Sit so the student can view the print and pictures.
• Choose books that contain embellished and/or elaborated text
with literary device that the student will enjoy.
• Familiarize yourself with the book. As you read, model fluency.
• Make the experience enjoyable and, if appropriate, vary the tone
and pitch of your voice.
• Respond to the student’s reactions. Limit your personal
comments and questions.
• Never punish the student by not reading aloud.
• Provide opportunities for rereading favorites.

